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a b s t r a c t 
Large Eddy Simulation (LES) with direct integration of reduced chemical kinetics including NO chemistry 
is performed on the Sandia flame D. This approach allows a detailed analysis of the flame structure and 
pollutant formation. The Analytically Reduced Chemistries (ARCs) are obtained using Directed Relation 
Graph method with Error Propagation (DRGEP) and Quasi-Steady-State (QSS) approximation. Two ARCs 
containing both 22 species are derived for methane–air oxidation, from GRI 2.11 and GRI 3.0 detailed 
mechanisms. They correctly predict fuel consumption speed, as well as NO and CO concentrations in 
laminar premixed and non-premixed flames at atmospheric conditions. It is found that the NO production 
strongly depends on the detailed mechanism, being significantly higher with GRI 3.0 in rich premixed 
flames and in diffusion flames. The two ARCs are then used in highly-resolved LES of the Sandia flame D. 
The numerical results are in very good agreement with the experiment in terms of aerodynamics, mixture 
fraction and temperature profiles. The CO concentration is also well predicted with the two ARCs. For 
NO, a satisfactory agreement with the measurements is obtained with the ARC based on GRI 2.11, while 
a significant over-prediction is obtained with the GRI 3.0-based ARC, consistently with the differences 
observed in laminar cases between the two GRI versions. A detailed investigation of the flame structure 
including a comparison with reference laminar flames reveals that the flame structure is essentially non- 
premixed. The presence of the pilot jet alters the mixing process, leading to a flame structure that falls 
between two extreme non-premixed combustion regimes corresponding to the interaction of the rich 
central jet with either the hot gases from the pilot, or the coflow of fresh air. The associated laminar 
diffusion flamelets indicate that this particular flame structure influences the formation of pollutants, 
with a strong impact on CO production. 

© 2017 The Combustion Institute. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 

Stringent regulations of pollutant emissions apply to new- 
generation combustion devices. The development of aeronautical 
lean-premixed burners has led to a global reduction of NO x emis- 
sion levels, which is a major environmental concern. However, 
these new engine designs are generally operated close to the lean 
blow-off limit, which might result in increased carbon monoxide 
(CO) emissions, in particular at low-power conditions. CO is formed 
in the flame region from highly reactive precursors such as HCO. 
The oxidation of CO into CO 2 is a slower process, initiated in the 
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flame zone and continuing in the post-flame region. As a conse- 
quence, high CO concentrations are found in fuel-rich conditions 
because of the lack of oxygen in the burnt gases for the oxidation 
into CO 2 . High CO levels are also related to flame quenching that 
occurs for example by flame-wall interaction or by the presence of 
cooling air. In addition, close to lean blow-off conditions, incom- 
plete oxidation of CO can occur if the residence time in the com- 
bustor is insufficient. All these effects may lead to CO concentra- 
tion values significantly higher than equilibrium at the combustor 
exit. The chemistry of NO is significantly different, and follows sev- 
eral major chemical pathways. The thermal, N 2 O and NNH routes 
[1–3] describe the interaction of the N 2 species with O and OH 
radicals, whereas the prompt NO route [4] is driven by the inter- 
action with hydrocarbon radicals such as CH formed during the 
fuel oxidation process. In the flame region, thermal NO formation 
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is promoted by the super-equilibrium concentrations of O and OH 
radicals [3] . The prompt NO route is very significant in rich regions 
of the flame because of large concentrations of hydrocarbon radi- 
cals, but generally negligible in the burnt gas region where they 
are no longer present. In this region, the thermal route remains as 
the main contributor to NO formation. NO formation in burnt gases 
is one order of magnitude slower than in the flame region and 
is an exponential function of the temperature. Depending on res- 
idence time, temperature and pressure conditions, this slow post- 
flame process can account for 35–70% of the total NO formation 
[5] . As most practical combustion devices have very limited resi- 
dence time, NO levels at the combustor exit remain largely below 
equilibrium values. 

Even though CO and NO formation chemistry is rather well 
understood, the accurate prediction of CO and NO levels in real 
aeronautical configurations remains a challenge because they are 
strongly impacted by various effects such as multiphase combus- 
tion, turbulence, cooling and dilution air, as well as radiative and 
wall heat transfers. The high temperature environment and lim- 
ited optical access make the measurement of chemical species very 
difficult inside the combustion chamber. Therefore, experimental 
data in real gas turbine burners are often limited to exhaust gas 
composition measurements, which does not allow for an exhaus- 
tive validation of models for pollutant formation and emissions. 
On the other hand, while they may not capture all phenomena oc- 
curring in real industrial chambers, academic configurations typi- 
cally allow for more comprehensive measurement data sets against 
which models can be compared. Among others, the turbulent non- 
premixed Sandia Flame D, studied experimentally by Barlow and 
Frank [6] , is of particular interest as a large amount of data is avail- 
able for temperature, major species, and pollutant concentrations 
in the flame and post-flame regions. This configuration was exten- 
sively used as a validation case for pollutant formation modelling, 
as it contains some essential features of turbulence/chemistry in- 
teraction. 

Most modelling effort for pollutant prediction in recent years 
relied on tabulated chemistry approaches, with the combustion 
process described using both premixed [7,8] and non-premixed 
flamelet manifolds [8–11] . Overall, a fair agreement was gener- 
ally obtained between measurements and simulations of the main 
flame characteristics. However, the standard flamelet hypothesis is 
not appropriate to describe the slow processes of pollutant forma- 
tion and model adjustments are required. Few effort s have been 
devoted to the development of specific models for CO formation. 
In the work of Vreman et al. [8] , CO concentration was directly 
extracted from a chemical look-up table. In contrast to mixture 
fraction, temperature and major species predictions, CO prediction 
was found to be more sensitive to the choice of the manifold. A 
significant over-prediction of CO levels was obtained with a mani- 
fold based on premixed flames, which was reduced when using a 
non-premixed manifold. The NO mass fraction was not directly ex- 
tracted from the flamelet manifold, but from an additional trans- 
port equation, still using a tabulated chemical source term, in or- 
der to correctly account for transport history effect. Because of 
the additional chemical time-scales introduced by the NO chem- 
istry, the chemical state cannot be fully described by a single flame 
progress variable. Additional modelling effort is then required to 
tabulate NO chemistry with one or several additional progress vari- 
ables. Pecquery et al. [7] showed that NO evolves along a low- 
dimensional manifold in the post-flame region, well described by 
the NO mass fraction as a progress variable. This was therefore em- 
ployed for the tabulation of the NO source term in the post-flame 
region. No additional progress variable was used in the flame re- 
gion. In a similar approach, Ihme and Pitsch [10] assumed a linear 
dependency of the NO source term on the NO mass fraction. In 
the work of Zoller et al. [11] , this linearisation was replaced by the 

time evolution of a perfectly-stirred reactor with frozen fuel oxi- 
dation chemistry to extract the NO source term as a function of 
the NO mass fraction. These various models led to reasonable NO 
prediction in academic configurations. However, a major limitation 
of tabulation-based models dedicated to CO and NO prediction is 
that their application to real configurations with complex flow and 
flame structures, including multiphysics phenomena such as heat 
transfer and spray combustion is not straightforward. 

To overcome such limitations of tabulated chemistry approach, 
an alternative is to solve directly the chemical problem, integrating 
all species transport equations with their chemical source term. 
To limit the computational cost, reduced mechanisms are gener- 
ally employed. Globally fitted reduced mechanisms with 2–4 re- 
action steps reproduce major quantities (e.g. flame consumption 
speed and temperature), but are not well-suited to predict pol- 
lutant formation as they do not include enough species. More 
advanced, knowledge-based reduction techniques allow to derive 
larger and accurate reduced mechanisms that preserve a faithful 
description of the flame structure, and can therefore handle multi- 
ple and complex combustion regimes in real configurations where 
pressure and temperature conditions may vary significantly. Such 
schemes will be referred to in the following as analytically reduced 
chemistries (ARCs), and typically contain 10–30 species depend- 
ing on the fuel complexity and the inclusion of pollutant chem- 
istry. For example, methane–air combustion is described with ARCs 
comprising 10–20 species [12,13] that have demonstrated their ca- 
pability to accurately predict NO formation in canonical configu- 
rations such as perfectly stirred reactors, laminar freely propagat- 
ing flames, and diffusion flames. Thanks to the continuous increase 
of computational power, ARCs have become tractable in large-scale 
unsteady problems, and have been recently applied to LES of tur- 
bulent flames, using various models for the subgrid interaction of 
chemistry and turbulence. A first family of models relies on solv- 
ing statistical fields describing the local chemical state, based on 
the existence of a fine-grain probability distribution function de- 
scribing the subgrid interaction of turbulence and chemistry. In the 
work of Jones and Prasad [14] on the Sandia Flame Series (D-F), 
and Bulat et al. [15] in a turbulent premixed swirled burner, this 
was done using the Eulerian stochastic fields method with a 19- 
species ARC. ARCs can also be coupled with the Conditional Mo- 
ment Closure model, as done in [16] . Finally, an alternative ap- 
proach is the artificially thickened flame model, which allows to 
resolve directly the chemistry on the grid. It was successfully ap- 
plied to partially premixed swirled burners [17,18] and to autoigni- 
tion stabilised jet flame [19] . 

As ARC allows a faithful description of the chemistry, the pri- 
mary objective of this work is to demonstrate its potential to bet- 
ter predict and understand the flame structure and pollutant for- 
mation using this approach for the simulation of the Sandia flame 
D configuration. To alleviate the potential impact on the analysis 
of modeling assumptions related to subgrid turbulence–chemistry 
interaction, the choice is made to perform LES with a mesh suf- 
ficiently resolved to neglect the impact of subgrid turbulence- 
chemistry interaction. Still, it is not a Direct Numerical Simulation 
as subgrid turbulence remains to be modelled. To the best of the 
authors’ knowledge, this is the first attempt to perform a LES of 
the Sandia flame D with direct resolution of a realistic chemical 
kinetics including NO chemistry. 

In a first step, several ARCs for methane–air oxidation includ- 
ing CO and NO chemistry are derived from GRI detailed mecha- 
nisms [20,21] and evaluated on canonical one-dimensional prob- 
lems, illustrating their accuracy and the sensitivity of the results 
to the choice of the detailed mechanism. In a second step, ARCs 
are employed in LES computations of the Sandia flame D, with di- 
rect resolution of the chemistry on the grid. After the prediction 
capability of the methodology being evaluated through comparison 
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with measurements of mixing, temperature, and pollutant concen- 
trations, the chemical response to unsteady flow features in terms 
of flame structure and pollutant formation is further analysed and 
compared with reference flamelet solutions, giving new insight on 
the mechanisms of pollutant formation in this turbulent flame. 
2. Derivation and validation of ARCs for methane–air oxidation 
including NO and CO chemistry 

The reference detailed mechanism retained to describe methane 
oxidation and NO chemistry is the GRI mechanism. Recent studies 
[22,23] underline the central role of NCN species in prompt NO 
formation, whereas HCN is considered in GRI mechanism. Despite 
this limitation, this scheme has proven to yield satisfactory results 
in previous studies of the Sandia D flame and is retained here. The 
mechanism is available in two versions: GRI 2.11 [20] and GRI 3.0 
[21] . The differences between them were highlighted by Cao and 
Pope [24] and Barlow et al. [25] . The main difference is the predic- 
tion of CH radical, which leads to a significantly higher prompt NO 
prediction by GRI 3.0. To allow a fair assessment, both versions of 
the GRI are considered here. 

Example of derivation of reduced mechanisms for methane in- 
cluding NO chemistry can be found in [12,13] , however they are 
based on GRI 3.0 only. Therefore a new reduction is performed 
here with both GRI versions. The objective of the reduction pro- 
cess is to simplify the chemical kinetic description while preserv- 
ing the main chemical paths needed to predict the flame structure, 
response to turbulence, as well as NO and CO formation in a large 
range of conditions. A set of five laminar freely-propagating pre- 
mixed flames, with equivalence ratios in the range φ = 0 . 6 –1 . 4 , at 
atmospheric pressure and temperature is chosen as target dataset 
for the reduction process, which is performed with the YARC re- 
duction tool [26] . For brevity, details are provided below for the 
reduction based on the GRI 2.11 only. 
2.1. Skeletal reduction 

The first step is to identify and remove the species and reac- 
tions that are of minor importance for the dynamic of the kinetic 
system. This is done here using the Directed Relation Graph with 
Error Propagation method (DRGEP) [27] . Starting from the GRI 2.11 
mechanism, eight species, HCCOH, C 2 H, CH 2 CO, CH 2 OH, CN, NH 3 , 
H 2 CN, and HCNN are removed, as well as the reactions involving 
these species. In addition, 114 unimportant reactions (note that for- 
ward and backward reactions are counted separately) are further 
removed to reduce the stiffness and the complexity of the mech- 
anism. The resulting skeletal mechanism contains 40 species and 
320 reactions. The maximum relative error introduced by this first 
reduction step is 3% for the laminar flame speed, 9% for CO and 6% 
for NO burnt gas mass fractions, as evaluated over the whole set 
of target flames. 
2.2. Quasi-steady state approximation 

The size and complexity of the skeletal mechanism is fur- 
ther reduced using the Quasi-Steady State (QSS) approximation. 
QSS species concentrations are obtained from an algebraic sys- 
tem of equations, and do not require anymore to solve a transport 
equation, resulting in substantial computational time savings. Also, 
since QSS species are typically highly-reacting intermediates asso- 
ciated with small temporal and spatial scales, the chemical stiff- 
ness of the mechanism is reduced [28] . 

The appropriate QSS species are identified using a Level Of Im- 
portance criterion [29,30] . Most intermediate species related to NO 
chemistry (N, NH, NNH, HNO, NH 2 , NCO, HCNO, HNCO, HOCN) 
are found to be good candidates for QSS approximation. HCN and 

N 2 O species, which are related respectively to the prompt NO and 
N 2 O chemical pathways, as well as the final products of the NO 
chemistry (NO and NO2) are kept as transported species. For the 
methane oxidation part, 9 species, namely C, CH, CH 2 , CH 2 (S), HCO, 
CH 3 O, C 2 H 3 , C 2 H 5 , and HCCO are retained for QSS approximation. 
Explicit analytical expressions are derived for the concentrations 
of QSS species from the algebraic QSS system. Finally, 22 non-QSS 
species remain in the resulting ARC, called ARC_22_GRI211 in the 
following. Compared to GRI 2.11, the maximum relative error of 
ARC_22_GRI211 is 5% for the laminar flame speed, 8% for CO and 
2% for NO species burnt gas mass fractions on the set of target 
flames. 

The exact same methodology is applied to the GRI 3.0 mecha- 
nism, resulting in a second reduced scheme, called ARC_22_GRI30. 
This mechanism contains the same 22 transported species as 
ARC_22_GRI211. The set of QSS species is identical to that of 
ARC_22_GRI211, except for additional species, namely CN, H 2 CN, 
and CH 2 OH, that were discarded in ARC_22_GRI211, but are re- 
tained in ARC_22_GRI30. Compared to GRI 3.0, the maximum rela- 
tive error of ARC_22_GRI30 is 7% for laminar flame speed, 10% for 
CO and 9% for NO species burnt gas mass fractions for the set of 
target flames. 

The resulting ARCs are similar to previous works including NO 
chemistry [12,13] based on GRI 3.0, despite differences in the 
choice of the target applications for reduction. In the work of 
Lu and Law [13] , the reduction was based on autoignition and 
perfectly-stirred reactor test cases, leading to a similar reduced 
mechanism. At the exception of CH 2 CO and CH 2 CHO, which are 
discarded in the present work, the retained transported and QSS 
species are the same. Regarding NO chemistry, the N 2 O pathway 
for NO and NO 2 formation are accounted for in ARC_22_GRI30, 
while they were discarded in the reduction of Lu and Law, and 
more intermediates related to prompt NO formation are retained. 
On the overall, the two mechanisms are relatively close and are 
both suitable for the target applications considered here. In the 
work of Sung et al. [12] , the O atom was considered as a Quasi- 
Steady-State (QSS) species, whereas it was found in the present 
study that this alone would lead to errors up to 20% for the 
quantities of interest. The main difference in terms of method- 
ology is that NO chemistry is included from the beginning and 
reduced simultaneously with the fuel-oxidation chemistry in this 
work, whereas NO chemistry was only considered after the reduc- 
tion of the fuel-oxidation part in the two previous studies. Be- 
cause of the strong coupling of NO formation with carbon radi- 
cals in the flame region, this may significantly impact the over- 
all prediction capability of the reduced mechanism. To illustrate 
the impact of including NO chemistry from the start in the reduc- 
tion process, a third mechanism is derived from the GRI 2.11 with- 
out consideration of NO chemistry. If the accuracy requirements 
for rich conditions ( φ > 1.2) are removed, 11 additional species 
related to methane–air oxidation can be removed compared to 
ARC_22_GRI211: H 2 O 2 , CH 3 OH, C 2 H 2 , C 2 H 4 , C 2 H 6 , C, CH, CH 3 O, 
C 2 H 3 , C 2 H 5 and HCCO. The NO chemistry is included after the ad- 
ditional reduction step, by adding the same QSS and transported 
nitrogen species as in ARC_22_GRI211. The resulting mechanism 
comprises 17 transported species, and is named ARC_17_GRI211 in 
the following. 
3. Assessment of ARCs on laminar flames 

The target turbulent Sandia flame D exhibits a complex struc- 
ture where non-premixed combustion regime is dominant, but 
premixed combustion can also occur locally [7] . Therefore the re- 
duced mechanism must be able to describe both regimes. The set 
of test flames retained for the reduction process ensures that the 
reduced mechanisms behave correctly in the premixed combustion 
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Fig. 1. One-dimensional premixed unstrained flame at an equivalence ratio φ = 0 . 8 . Comparison between GRI 2.11 (—), ARC_22_GRI211 ( ◦), ARC_17_GRI211 ( !), GRI 3.0 ( −−), 
ARC_22_GRI30 ( × ) in terms of a) temperature and b) CO and NO mass fractions. 

Fig. 2. One-dimensional premixed unstrained flame at an equivalence ratio φ = 1 . 2 . Comparison between GRI 2.11 (—), ARC_22_GRI211 ( ◦), ARC_17_GRI211 ( !), 
GRI 3.0 ( −−), ARC_22_GRI30 ( × ) in terms of a) temperature and b) CO and NO mass fractions. 
regime. The prediction capability of the resulting reduced mecha- 
nisms in the non-premixed combustion regime is also to be as- 
sessed on canonical non-premixed flames. 
3.1. Analysis of laminar unstretched premixed flames 

The behaviour of ARCs derived in Section 2 is first analysed on 
the one-dimensional laminar unstrained premixed flames used in 
the reduction process. The solutions obtained with the three ARCs 
are shown in a lean case at φ = 0 . 8 ( Fig. 1 ) and a rich case at 
φ = 1 . 2 ( Fig. 2 ). In both cases, all detailed and reduced mecha- 
nisms exhibit the same profiles of temperature and CO mass frac- 
tion, with a well-captured peak. Differences however appear on 
the NO mass fraction profiles, with stronger deviations observed 
in the rich case. In the lean case, the NO mass fraction increases 
at a rate that is of the same order of magnitude in the flame and 
in the post-flame regions, and the disparities between the two de- 
tailed mechanisms are small. The ARC_22_GRI211 scheme matches 
perfectly GRI 2.11, while a slight underprediction is observed 
with the ARC_17_GRI211. The ARC_22_GRI30 scheme slightly 
overpredicts GRI 3.0. Overall, the three reduced mechanisms ex- 

hibit satisfactory NO prediction in the lean case. In the rich case 
( φ = 1 . 2 ), the NO profile exhibits a change of slope, in contrast 
with the lean case. This indicates a switch from rapid prompt NO 
formation in the flame region to slower NO formation in the burnt 
gases. NO levels in the burnt gases are twice as high for GRI 3.0 
compared to GRI 2.11. This discrepancy is attributed to the in- 
creased production of prompt NO in GRI 3.0. Overall, the agree- 
ment is very good between ARC_22s and their associated detailed 
mechanisms. In contrast, the ARC_17_GRI211 scheme largely under- 
estimates the NO levels: the formation in the burnt gases is re- 
produced with the correct slope, indicating that the slow chemical 
processes are correctly captured, but the rapid increase of NO in 
the flame region is entirely missed. This is attributed to missing 
radicals in the reduced scheme such as CH, which are strongly in- 
volved in prompt NO formation. 

To assess the global performance of the reduced mechanisms, 
the main properties of interest, namely laminar flame speed, and 
NO and CO formation rates integrated through the flame (i.e. pro- 
duction rate in the flame region) are shown as function of the 
equivalence ratio ( φ = 0 . 6 –1 . 6 ) in Fig. 3 . NO and CO flame pro- 
duction rates are obtained by integration of their respective source 
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Fig. 3. One-dimensional unstrained premixed flames. Comparison between GRI 2.11 (—), ARC_22_GRI211 ( ◦), ARC_17_GRI211 ( !), GRI 3.0 ( −−), ARC_22_GRI30 ( × ) in 
terms of a) flame speed, b) NO and c) CO flame production rates as functions of the equivalence ratio. 
term up to a given value of the progress variable c = ( Y CO + Y CO 2 + 
Y H 2 O ) / ( Y eq 

CO + Y eq 
CO 2 + Y eq 

H 2 O ) , with the superscript eq denoting equi- 
librium values. The value c = 0 . 98 is used to delimit the flame 
region. It is sufficiently high to capture CO and NO formation in 
the flame reaction zone and sufficiently low to exclude the slow 
post-flame chemical processes. From Fig. 3 , it can be seen that the 
ARC_22s recover well the laminar flame speed, and NO and CO 
flame production rates for the whole range of equivalence ratios 
considered, with only a slight over-prediction of NO production 
rate by ARC_22_GRI30, by about 10% in the range φ = 1 –1 . 2 . The 
ARC_17_GRI211 also leads to very satisfactory results in terms of 
laminar flame speed and CO flame production rate up to φ = 1 . 2 , 
but poorly captures prompt NO, leading to a deterioration of NO 
prediction above φ " 1.05. 
3.2. Validation on strained partially premixed flames 

The reduced mechanisms are further validated on a series of 
strained counterflow partially-premixed flames that were not in- 
cluded in the reduction target cases, but are relevant for the in- 
tended LES application. As will be further described in Section 4.1 , 
the Sandia flame D configuration comprises three inlets: a cold 
main jet of rich methane–air mixture, a hot pilot of lean burnt 

gases, and an air coflow at ambient conditions, with detailed prop- 
erties given in Table 1 . To be representative of the target applica- 
tion, the present counterflow computations performed in physical 
space use the coflow jet composition and temperature conditions 
on one side of the one-dimensional domain, and the main jet com- 
position and temperature on the other side, as provided in Table 1 . 
It was shown that depending on the fuel side equivalence ratio 
φfuel , the flame structure switches from a double premixed/non- 
premixed flame to a single diffusion flame [31] . In the present 
case, φfuel is far off the rich flammability limit, which is around 
φlim = 1 . 85 , and only a simple diffusion flame exists. It should be 
noted that this configuration has been used to tabulate the chem- 
istry in several previous LES studies of the Sandia flame D [8,10,11] . 
This series of flames with various strain rates is referred to as the 
coflow flamelet series hereafter. 

The response to strain is assessed by varying the inlet velocities. 
To facilitate the comparison with the turbulent cases, the char- 
acteristic time scale associated with the strain rate acting on the 
flame is evaluated via the scalar dissipation rate, and is defined as 
χ = χZ=0 . 4 = (2 D th | ∇Z | 2 )Z=0 . 4 (1) 
where D th is the thermal diffusivity and Z is the mixture frac- 
tion based on the carbon atom, normalised to be equal to 0 in 
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Table 1 
Composition (mass fractions) and temperature of the three inlets of the Sandia flame D. 

T [ K ] Y CH 4 Y O 2 Y CO 2 Y H 2 O Y CO Y NO φ

Main 294 0.156 0.197 0 0 0 0 3.17 
Pilot 1880 0 0.054 0.111 0.0942 4 × 10 −3 2 × 10 −5 0.77 
Coflow 291 0 0.230 0 0 0 0 0 

Fig. 4. Laminar coflow counterflow flames. Comparison of the response to the scalar dissipation rate χ between GRI 2.11 (—), ARC_22_GRI211 ( ◦), ARC_17_GRI211 ( !), 
GRI 3.0 ( −−), ARC_22_GRI30 ( × ), in terms of a) maximum temperature, b) CH 4 total consumption rate, c) total CO production rate and d) total NO production rate. 
the air coflow and to 1 in the main jet, with stoichiometric value 
Z st = 0 . 351 . The choice Z = 0 . 4 rather than the more commonly 
used value Z = Z st is made based on the observation that the re- 
action zone with significant chemical source terms is located close 
to this value in mixture fraction space, as will be highlighted by 
the flame structures of Section 4.4.1 . The response of the differ- 
ent mechanisms to the scalar dissipation rate is shown in Fig. 4 . 
Note that the maximum scalar dissipation rate ( χ ≃ 450 s −1 ) cor- 
responds to the extinction limit. The total fuel consumption rate 
and total CO formation rate exhibit a monotonic behaviour, well 
reproduced by all reduced mechanisms, and consistent with obser- 
vations in premixed flames. The maximum temperature is also well 
recovered by all reduced schemes, except for ARC_17_GRI211 which 
exhibits higher deviations. 

The response of NO total production rate to scalar dissipation 
rate is more complex, and differs strongly between the different 

schemes. It first increases with scalar dissipation rate up to a max- 
imum, then slowly decreases. The conclusions from the premixed 
cases in terms of differences between the mechanisms still hold: 
the NO production levels of ARC_22_GRI30 are overestimated by 
10–15% compared to GRI 3.0 and GRI 2.11 yields NO formation 
rates significantly lower than GRI 3.0, and matched fairly well by 
ARC_22_GRI211. This is consistent with the findings of Barlow et al. 
[25] , who performed a comparison of GRI 3.0, GRI 2.11, and ex- 
periments on this counterflow configuration. They found that the 
NO concentration peak in the flame region was overpredicted by 
a factor of 2 for GRI 3.0, whereas only a slight overprediction of 
the peak value was observed with GRI 2.11, which yielded the bet- 
ter overall agreement. In contrast, ARC_17_GRI211 strongly under- 
estimates the NO production for the whole scalar dissipation rate 
range. It may be attributed to the absence of CH in ARC_17_GRI211, 
which largely controls prompt NO formation. To confirm this 
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Fig. 5. Laminar coflow counterflow flames. Comparison of the response of to- 
tal NO production rate to the scalar dissipation rate χ between GRI 2.11 —, 
ARC_22_GRI211 ◦, ARC_17_GRI211 !, GRI 2.11 without prompt pathway −− and 
GRI 2.11 without CH species · · · . 
hypothesis, the original GRI 2.11 is modified in two ways: in one 
case, reactions related to prompt NO are removed (GRI 2.11 with- 
out prompt), and in the other only CH is discarded from the mech- 
anism (GRI 2.11 without CH). The impact of these two modifica- 
tions is shown in Fig. 5 . The total NO formation is strongly reduced 
by the absence of prompt NO, which is a significant contributor in 
these types of flame. CH being a main precursor in the prompt NO 
pathway, discarding CH from the detailed mechanism has a similar 
effect. In both cases, the resulting total NO production levels are 
close to ARC_17_GRI211. This shows the strong impact of remov- 
ing CH in the reduction process of the ARC_17_GRI211, and demon- 
strates the importance of including NO chemistry from the start in 
the derivation of the reduced mechanism. 

In the following, since ARC_22_GRI211 and ARC_22_GRI30 ex- 
hibit very satisfactory agreement with their respective reference 
detailed mechanisms, but also very different NO prediction, both 
are retained for the numerical study of the Sandia flame D. Be- 
cause of its poor prediction of NO production, ARC_17_GRI211 is 
not considered in the rest of the study. 
4. LES of the Sandia flame D 
4.1. Experimental configuration 

The Sandia flame D is a turbulent jet flame studied experimen- 
tally by Barlow and Frank [6] . The burner consists of three coaxial 
jets. The main central jet is injected through a pipe of diameter 
D = 7 . 2 mm with a bulk velocity of 49.6 m/s. Its composition is a 
rich methane–air mixture, with an equivalence ratio of φ = 3 . 17 , at 
ambient conditions. The flame is stabilised via a pilot flow encom- 
passing the main jet, with a bulk velocity of 11.4 m/s. It consists 
of burnt gases at an equivalence ratio φ = 0 . 77 . A coflow of air at 
ambient conditions is injected at 0.9 m/s and surrounds the pilot 
jet. As previously mentioned, the retained values for inlet compo- 
sitions and temperatures are given in Table 1 . 

This configuration is particularly well-documented and is a ref- 
erence case for NO model validation. Raman–Rayleigh measure- 
ments of species and temperature were performed by Barlow and 
Frank [6] at several axial locations, namely 1, 2, 3, 7.5, 15, 30, 45, 
60 and 75 D from the main jet exit. The estimated uncertainties 
are 3% for temperature, 5% for major species and 15% for NO con- 
centration. Two-component Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) mea- 
surements are also available for the same measurement planes. 

4.2. Numerical setup 
LES is performed using the AVBP solver co-developed by CER- 

FACS and IFPEN, which solves the filtered fully compressible mul- 
tispecies Navier–Stokes equations on unstructured grids. The TTGC 
centered spatial scheme from the continuous Taylor–Galerkin fam- 
ily [32] is used. This scheme has explicit time advancement and is 
third order accurate in both space and time. The three inlets and 
the outlet are described by Navier–Stokes Characteristic Boundary 
Conditions (NSCBC) [33] to ensure proper treatment of acoustics. 
The computational grid is fully unstructured and comprises 375 
million tetrahedral elements. The full domain is 1 m long, with 
an outer diameter of 0.29 m. It includes a 10 mm long portion of 
the inlet ducts. The characteristic element size is #x = 90 µm in 
the injection tubes and in the flame region up to the axial posi- 
tion z = 3 D . Downstream of this axial position, the grid is linearly 
stretched to reach a characteristic size #x = 150 µm at z = 7 . 5 D, 
which is kept further downstream. The time step imposed by the 
acoustic CFL condition is #t = 16 ns . This low value enables direct 
explicit integration of the chemical source terms of the two ARCs 
employed. Transport properties are obtained using a power-law for 
viscosity, a constant Prandtl number and a constant Schmidt num- 
ber for each species, which are provided as supplementary mate- 
rial. It was verified that these simplifying assumptions have a mi- 
nor impact on the laminar cases presented above. 
4.2.1. Flame–turbulence interaction 

The Kolmogorov length scale, estimated a priori as ηκml t Re −3 / 4 
t 

[34] , where Re t is the turbulent Reynolds number and l t is the in- 
tegral length scale, is found here in the range ηκ ≃ 15 − 45 µm , 
with l t based on the main jet diameter and the turbulent inten- 
sity u ′ based on measured rms (root mean square) velocity at the 
main jet exit. In the flame region, the ratio of the grid size #x to 
the Kolmogorov length scale ηκ falls in the range #x 

ηκ
m 2 –6 . Thus, 

the unresolved scales are expected to represent a very small part 
of the total fluctuating energy. This is supported by the very small 
values of the subgrid turbulent viscosity obtained with the SIGMA 
eddy viscosity model [35] in the LES ( Fig. 7 ), except in the cen- 
tral core of the main jet where the subgrid turbulent viscosity is 
of the order of the laminar viscosity. In addition, numerical stud- 
ies of chemical response of laminar methane–air diffusion flames 
to unsteady strain rate by Im et al. [36] indicate that the response 
of the flame structure to high-frequency fluctuations (typically be- 
yond 10 0 0 Hz) is rapidly suppressed. The lifetime of subgrid tur- 
bulent structures can be estimated as 
τ#x = u ′ 2 #x /ϵ (2) 
where u ′ 2 #x is the subgrid kinetic energy at the filter scale #x , and 
ϵ is the rate of energy dissipation, which scales under the turbu- 
lent energy cascade assumption as [34] 
ϵ ∝ u ′ 3 #x 

#x ≃ u ′ 3 
l t . (3) 

By combining the two above equations, the typical lifetime is 
found to be τ#x = 0 . 1 ms, which corresponds to a characteris- 
tic frequency f #x = 10 0 0 0 Hz. According to Im et al. [36] and 
Cuenot et al. [37] , such high-frequency fluctuations do not inter- 
act with the flame which has a much higher characteristic time 
scale ( τ fl " 1 ms). Based on these observations, the sub-grid flame–
turbulence interaction can be neglected. It was also verified on 
two-dimensional counterflow flames that the retained grid resolu- 
tion is sufficient to correctly resolve the chemical structure of the 
flame front at any strain rate below the extinction limit. 
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4.2.2. Turbulent flow injection and wall treatment 

The theoretical velocity profile corresponding to a turbulent 
pipe flow at Reynolds number Re = 22 , 400 is imposed at the in- 
let of the main injection tube. Velocity fluctuations are superim- 
posed with a turbulent intensity of u ′ = 2 m/s. This flow injection 
allows to recover the experimental mean and rms velocity profiles 
at the first axial measurement location x/D = 1 . Note that the tur- 
bulent boundary layer is not resolved ( #x ∼0.09 mm near walls, 
i.e. y + = 10 ) and a slip velocity condition is applied at the injec- 
tion tube walls and at the outer border of the coflow. 
4.2.3. Thermal conditions 

As NO formation is very sensitive to temperature, special care 
must be taken when considering thermal effects. An a posteriori 
evaluation of the heat losses due to thermal radiation using the 
optically-thin-limit model described in [38] showed that they rep- 
resent only 3% of the total heat release rate in the volume be- 
tween the jet exits and the axial location z = 30 D . Previous nu- 
merical studies [10,11] of the Sandia flame D also suggested that 
radiative effects have a very limited impact on temperature and 
major species in this flame. The impact on NO formation remained 
limited as well, with no significant impact before z = 40 D and a re- 
duction of about 10–20% afterwards. Based on these observations, 
radiative heat losses are not considered in the present work. In ad- 
dition, the walls are considered to be adiabatic. 
4.2.4. Averaging procedure 

The flow-through time, based on the bulk velocity of the main 
jet and the distance between the exit of the injection tube and 
the axial location z = 30 D, is about 4.3 ms. Statistics were there- 
fore collected over 15 ms for the ARC_22_GRI211 case, and over 
8 ms for the ARC_22_GRI30 case, corresponding to 3.5 and 1.9 
flow-through times, respectively. In addition, azimuthal averaging 
is applied when considering radial distributions of mean and root- 
mean-square (rms) quantities. 
4.2.5. Computational cost 

The computational cost for one flow-through time is 50 0,0 0 0 
CPU hours on the CERFACS in-house NEMO cluster (Intel Haswell 
architecture). This high computational cost is essentially related to 
the fine grid resolution and small time-step of the simulation. Us- 
ing reduced chemistry contributes to make the simulation tractable 
in two ways. First the number of transport equations to solve is 
reduced by a factor 2 with ARC compared to detailed GRI mecha- 
nism, reducing the total cost by a similar factor. Second, the QSS 
approximation reduces the stiffness of the chemical system, allow- 
ing to keep explicit time integration using the time step imposed 
by the CFL condition. Thus the chemical source terms are only 
evaluated once per iteration, representing 15% of the total simu- 
lation cost with ARC in this case. Using detailed GRI mechanism, 
stiff integration with multiple source term evaluations per time 
step would be required, dramatically increasing the overall com- 
putational cost [28] . 
4.3. Numerical results 

The ARC_22_GRI211 and ARC_22_GRI30 mechanisms were 
found to yield almost identical LES results. Thus, they are pre- 
sented as “ARC_22” without distinction, except for quantities re- 
lated to NO for which differences between the two mechanisms 
are observed. 

Instantaneous snapshots of mixture fraction, temperature, and 
CO and NO mass fraction fields in the mid-plane are shown in 
Fig. 6 . The mixing layers between the 3 jets develop, generating 
turbulent structures that grow and lead to jet opening. The shear 
layer between the pilot jet and the main jet destabilises faster than 

the shear layer between the coflow and the pilot jet, as indicated 
by the larger amount of fine-scale structures. Note that isolated 
pockets of high NO concentrations are observed between z = 15 D 
and z = 30 D already, coinciding with regions of high temperature, 
whereas CO concentrations are high in the rich core of the jet. 

The ratio of subgrid turbulent to laminar viscosity is commonly 
used to estimate a posteriori the ratio of resolved to unresolved 
scales. Figure 7 shows a scatter plot of this ratio at axial locations 
z = 7 . 5 D and z = 15 D as a function of the mixture fraction, where 
Z st marks the location of the flame region. At its maximum, the 
subgrid turbulent viscosity is of the order of the laminar viscosity 
in the central region of the jet, where the mixture fraction Z is 
close to 1, and is 10 times smaller than the laminar value around 
stoichiometry. Based on this quantity, a rough estimate of the ratio 
of the filtering scale to the Kolmogorov scale can be obtained as 
#x/ηκ = (νturb /νlam ) 1 / 2 /C s , where C 2 s = 0 . 032 [39] . In the present 
case, this gives #x / ηκm 5.6 in the central core, which is close to the 
a priori estimation given in Section 4.2.1 . In the range Z = 0 . 2 –0 . 6 , 
where the reaction layer is located, the turbulent viscosity is found 
to be negligible, thus validating the assumption of neglecting the 
unresolved turbulence-chemistry interactions. 
4.3.1. Velocity profiles 

A very good agreement is obtained between LES results and 
experiments for the radial profiles of the mean axial velocity at 
the different axial locations ( Fig. 8 ). The mean velocity gradient in 
the shear layer between the main and the pilot jets is well cap- 
tured even if it is slightly shifted radially towards the central axis. 
The error ranges between 3% and 10%, whereas the uncertainty on 
the inlet axial velocity is 4% in the experiment. It is slightly more 
pronounced close to the centerline for axial positions in the range 
z = 3 D –15 D . 

The rms axial velocity, shown in Fig. 9 , are also in good agree- 
ment with the experimental data. Some discrepancies appear in 
the first measurement plane, where the rms values are under- 
estimated in the exit region of the central main jet, i.e at r/D = 
0 –0 . 6 . This may be a consequence of the flow injection with slip- 
ping velocity at walls. However, the axial velocity rms levels are 
rapidly recovered at the measurement planes located downstream. 
As it follows the radial position of the shear layer, the peak of the 
fluctuations slightly shifts radially towards the centre. 
4.3.2. Mixture fraction and temperature profiles 

The axial mean mixture fraction profile along the centerline is 
shown in Fig. 10 (a). The evolution of the mixture fraction is well 
captured overall, despite a slight over-prediction of mixing down- 
stream of the axial position z = 20 D . A grid convergence study per- 
formed by Pecquery et al. [7] showed that this kind of discrepancy 
was reduced with increasing grid resolution, but was still present 
when using a similar grid size. Likewise, the axial mean tempera- 
ture shown in Fig. 10 (b) is slightly over-predicted downstream of 
the axial position z = 10 D, which is consistent with the mixture 
fraction profile. The magnitude of mixture fraction and tempera- 
ture fluctuations, shown in Fig. 11 , are in good agreement with the 
experiment, except at the first location downstream of the injec- 
tion tubes, where fluctuations of the mixture fraction is still close 
to 0 in the LES whereas they are already significant in the exper- 
iment. Note, however, that this non-zero rms value for the mix- 
ture fraction contradicts the almost zero temperature fluctuation 
measured at the same location. Radial profiles of the mean mix- 
ture fraction and temperature at the different locations, shown in 
Fig. 12 and in Fig. 13 respectively, are also in good agreement with 
the experimental data except at location z = 30 D where the profile 
is too flat close the center, which is consistent with the discrep- 
ancy observed in the evolution of the mixture fraction along the 
centerline. 
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Fig. 6. Sandia flame D. Instantaneous fields in the mid-plane of mixture fraction (left), temperature (middle) and NO mass fraction (right) for ARC_22_GRI211. The measure- 
ment axial locations are indicated on the left. 

Fig. 7. Sandia flame D. Scatter plot of the ratio of sub-grid turbulent to laminar viscosity vs mixture fraction at axial locations z = 7 . 5 D and z = 15 D . 
4.3.3. NO and CO profiles 

Figure 14 (a) shows that the mean CO mass fraction along the 
centerline is well captured by both reduced schemes. The slight 
overprediction is related to the similar overprediction of the mix- 
ing on the centerline in Fig. 10 (a). The mean CO mass fraction ra- 
dial profiles of Fig. 15 reveal also a very good agreement with the 
experiment and in particular a good prediction of the peak in the 
reactive zone. 

The situation is different for NO, for which the two versions 
of the reduced mechanisms are now distinguished. As shown in 
Fig. 14 , the axial evolution of the mean NO mass fraction is well 

reproduced by ARC_22_GRI211, while ARC_22_GRI30 leads to sig- 
nificantly higher values for axial positions downstream z = 15 D . 
The NO radial profiles at axial positions between z = 1 D and 
z = 7 . 5 D shown in Fig. 16 indicate that the NO peak value in 
the reaction zone is overestimated with ARC_22_GRI30, whereas 
ARC_22_GRI211 tends to underpredict it with similar deviation. 
Further downstream, a significant overprediction of NO levels 
at axial position z = 30 D is obtained with ARC_22_GRI30, while 
ARC_22_GRI211 recovers correct values. This overprediction, almost 
by a factor of 2 close to the central region is consistent with pre- 
vious observations [24] and with the differences observed in terms 
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Fig. 8. Sandia flame D. Radial profiles of mean axial velocity at several axial positions. ARC_22 ( - ), Experimental data ( ◦). 

Fig. 9. Sandia flame D. Radial profiles of axial rms velocity at several axial positions. ARC_22 ( - ), Experimental data ( ◦). 

Fig. 10. Sandia flame D. Axial profiles of a) mean mixture fraction and b) temperature. ARC_22 ( - ), Experimental data ( ◦). 
of NO production between the two versions of the mechanism on 
the laminar cases. This clearly emphasises the impact of kinetics 
on pollutant prediction, thus the choice of the detailed mechanism 
might be the most sensitive sub-model in the simulation for pol- 
lutant prediction. As significantly better results are obtained with 
ARC_22_GRI211, only this reduced mechanism is considered for the 
analysis of the flame structure that follows. 

4.4. Analysis of the flame structure 
4.4.1. The limit burning regimes 

In the turbulent flame, the fresh air of the coflow can mix with 
the hot air of the pilot prior to combustion. As a result, the fuel 
burns with a mix of fresh air and burnt gases, which significantly 
affects the flame structure. This situation can be represented by 
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Fig. 11. Sandia flame D. Axial profiles of a) rms mixture fraction and b) rms temperature. ARC_22 ( - ), Experimental data ( ◦). 

Fig. 12. Sandia flame D. Radial profiles of mean mixture fraction at several axial positions. ARC_22 ( - ), Experimental data ( ◦). 

Fig. 13. Sandia flame D. Radial profiles of mean temperature at several axial positions.ARC_22 ( - ), Experimental data ( ◦). 
two series of counterflow strained flamelets, corresponding to the 
two extreme situations where the fuel burns with the coflow or 
pilot only: 
• In the first series, the fuel burns with the coflow, with no im- 

pact of the pilot jet: the conditions of the coflow jet are im- 
posed on one side and the conditions of the main central jet 
on the other side: this corresponds to the coflow flamelet se- 
ries described in Section 3.2 . 

• In the second series, named pilot flamelet series hereafter, the 
pilot jet conditions replace the coflow ones, thus allowing to 
evaluate the influence of the pilot jet on the flame structure. 
The response of the different mechanisms to scalar dissipation 

rate is shown in Fig. 17 for the pilot flamelet series. The coflow 
result are also included in Fig. 17 for comparison purposes. An ex- 
cellent agreement is again obtained between ARC_22_GRI211 and 
GRI 2.11 in terms of maximum flame temperature, total fuel 
consumption, and CO production. For total NO production, a 
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Fig. 14. Sandia flame D. Axial profiles along the centerline of a) mean CO mass fraction for ARC_22s (—) and b) NO mass fraction for ARC_22_GRI211 (—) and 
ARC_22_GRI30 ( −−). Experimental data ( ◦). 

Fig. 15. Sandia flame D. Radial profiles of mean CO mass fraction at several axial positions. ARC_22 ( - ), Experimental data ( ◦). 

Fig. 16. Sandia flame D. Radial profiles of mean NO mass fraction at several axial positions. ARC_22_GRI211 ( - ), ARC_22_GRI30 ( −−), Experimental data ( ◦). 
satisfactory agreement is obtained, with a maximum deviation of 
15% around χ = 100 s −1 . 

It appears that the pilot flamelet series differs significantly from 
the coflow series. The maximum temperature ( Fig. 17 (a)) is higher 
and decreases less rapidly with scalar dissipation rate for the pi- 
lot flamelet series. The rapid decrease for the coflow flamelet se- 
ries for high strain values indicates that the extinction limit is 
reached around χ = 450 s −1 . For the pilot series, the feeding with 
hot products indeed promotes combustion at high scalar dissipa- 

tion rates and delays extinction. However for scalar dissipation 
rates higher than χ = 650 s −1 , the maximum temperature reaches 
a plateau value corresponding to the pilot inlet temperature, and 
only residual burning occurs, indicated by the very low total fuel 
consumption rate values in Fig. 17 (b). 

The CO production shown in Fig. 17 (c) also differs significantly 
between the two series, as it is much higher for the pilot flamelet 
series. Surprisingly, the total NO production is similar for both 
flamelet series, despite their very different temperature level. 
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Fig. 17. Comparison of coflow and pilot counterflow flames in terms of a) maximum temperature, b) total CH 4 consumption rate, c) total CO production rate and d) total NO 
production rate. Pilot counterflow flames: GRI 2.11 ( −−) and ARC_22_GRI211 ( ◦). Coflow counterflow flames: ARC_22_GRI211 (—). 

To better understand this behaviour, the flame structures in 
mixture fraction space are compared in Fig. 18 between the two 
flamelet series for two scalar dissipation rate values: χ = 90 s −1 , 
corresponding to typical values found in the target turbulent flame, 
and χ = 400 s −1 , which is close to the extinction limit ( χ = 
450 s −1 ) of the coflow series. Two general observations can be 
made: first the lean branch disappears in the pilot flame, and sec- 
ond, the hotter injection temperature of the pilot jet shifts the re- 
action zone toward the lean side, as highlighted by the location of 
CH 4 , CO, and NO source terms. When comparing with the coflow 
flamelets, a direct consequence is that the CO consumption on the 
lean side cannot occur in the pilot flames ( Fig. 18 (c)), leading to a 
higher CO total production rate. Conversely, NO formation is less 
impacted by the presence of the pilot; its source term distribu- 
tion remains similar, with production around stoichiometric mix- 
ture fraction and destruction on the rich side for both pilot and 
coflow flame series. 
4.4.2. Burning regime of the turbulent flame 

Laminar cases ( Section 4.4.1 ) showed a high sensitivity of the 
flame structure to the scalar dissipation rate and to the burning 
conditions (coflow or pilot). To analyse the turbulent flame struc- 
ture, scatter plots of several quantities as functions of the mixture 
fraction are extracted at axial locations z = 7 . 5 D and z = 30 D . The 

ARC_22_GRI211 scheme is retained for the analysis, since it overall 
yields the most satisfactory results. Statistics conditioned on mix- 
ture fraction are extracted from LES and compared with experi- 
mental data and with counterflow laminar flames, at a scalar dis- 
sipation rate corresponding to the mean value observed in the LES 
( χ = 105 s −1 and 75 s −1 at z = 7 . 5 D and 30 D respectively). 

At location z = 7 . 5 D ( Fig. 19 ), the temperature distribution in 
Z -space is typical of a turbulent non-premixed flame ( Fig. 19 (a)), 
with moderate rms fluctuations (denoted by the error bars) around 
the mean temperature profile, due to scalar dissipation rate fluc- 
tuations. An excellent agreement is obtained with the experimen- 
tal results in terms of conditional mean and rms temperature, al- 
though the temperature dispersion in the rich core ( Z > 0.6) is not 
fully captured. The mean temperature distribution is close to the 
two reference flamelets, which confirms the non-premixed flame 
structure at this location. 

Figure 19 (b) shows the conditional mean and rms OH mass 
fraction. The peak value in the reaction zone and the fluctuation 
levels are well reproduced. Again, the distribution is close to the 
two reference flamelets, even if there is a strong departure from 
the pilot flamelet on the lean side. It is attributed to the zero OH 
mass fraction imposed on the oxidiser side for the pilot series. The 
conditional mean and rms CO and NO mass fractions are shown 
in Fig. 19 (c) and Fig. 19 (d) respectively, and are again in good 
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Fig. 18. Laminar counterflow flames with ARC_22_GRI211. a) Temperature, b) CH 4 destruction rate, c) CO source term and d) NO source term vs mixture fraction. Comparison 
of coflow (—) and pilot ( −−) counterflow flames at scalar dissipation rates χ = 90 s −1 and 400 s −1 . 
agreement with the experimental distributions, although NO mass 
fraction is globally slightly underpredicted, consistently with the 
NO radial profiles of Fig. 16 . Both CO and NO peak at rich con- 
ditions around Z " 0.4. On the lean side, CO is rapidly oxidised to 
CO 2 , leading to a sharp decrease of CO mass fraction. Once again, 
both coflow and pilot laminar flame structures are consistent with 
the distributions of CO and NO. 

Very similar results are obtained downstream at axial position 
z = 30 D, as shown in Fig. 20 for temperature, OH, CO, and NO mass 
fractions. Again LES conditional data are in good qualitative agree- 
ment with the experiment, the global shape, mean levels, and dis- 
persion being rather well captured. Note that the mean scalar dis- 
sipation rate extracted from LES is lower in this case ( χ = 75 s −1 
compared to 105 s −1 at z = 7 . 5 D ). The turbulent flame structure is 
still consistent with the reference flamelets, except for NO mass 
fraction which departs from the pilot flamelets. The imposed value 
for NO on the pilot side in flamelet calculations is Y NO = 2 × 10 −5 , 
which corresponds to the composition imposed at the pilot jet in- 
let in the LES. This value yields a good agreement between the 
pilot flamelets and the turbulent flame at axial location z = 7 . 5 D . 
However, NO concentrations increase with axial position as NO is 
produced in the flame. Thus the levels observed in the turbulent 
flame are higher ( Y NO ≃ 5 × 10 −5 ) at z = 30 D than the boundary 

value used for flamelet calculations, which explains the discrep- 
ancy observed for NO mass fraction. 

To evaluate quantitatively the impact of the pilot on the re- 
sponse of the turbulent flame to scalar dissipation rate, CH 4 source 
term and scalar dissipation rate are extracted along a Z = 0 . 4 iso- 
surface from an instantaneous LES field, at two locations: the first 
in the vicinity of z = 7 . 5 D plane (between 7.5 D and 10 D ) and the 
second close to z = 30 D plane (between 30 D and 33 D ). The distri- 
bution of CH 4 source term is compared for the two axial locations 
in Fig. 21 . Statistics conditioned on the local scalar dissipation rate 
are also shown and provide an estimate of the local mean and dis- 
persion. A first observation is that the data dispersion is very large, 
especially at high scalar dissipation rate values ( χ > 200 s −1 ), with 
significant non-quenched flame points at scalar dissipation rates 
significantly beyond the extinction limit at location z = 7 . 5 D . This 
may be attributed to the unsteady flame response to scalar dissipa- 
tion rate fluctuations [36,40] . A second observation is that, despite 
this dispersion, a clear trend can be observed for the fuel source 
term conditional mean: fuel consumption tends to have a bi-modal 
behaviour, with data points distributed either around the pilot or 
the coflow flamelet response curves. This is especially visible at 
low scalar dissipation rate values. Overall, the flame response is 
found to be in good agreement with the pilot flamelets at z = 7 . 5 D 
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Fig. 19. Sandia flame D. Conditional mean (symbols) and rms (error bars) temperature, OH, CO and NO mass fractions vs mixture fraction at axial location z = 7 . 5 D . Com- 
parison between LES ( !) and experiments ( ◦). Coflow counterflow flame (—) and pilot counterflow flame ( −−) at the mean scalar dissipation rate from LES χ = 105 s −1 . 
and with the coflow flamelets at z = 30 D . This supports the strong 
influence of the pilot at locations close to the jet exits. 

This behaviour is well supported by the distribution of the 
scalar dissipation rate in Z -space shown in Fig. 22 . Once again, 
the dispersion is very large because of unsteady effects, but the 
evolution of the conditional mean scalar dissipation rate structure 
in mixture fraction space from z = 7 . 5 D to z = 30 D is consistent 
with the previous observations: at z = 7 . 5 D ( Fig. 22 (a)), the peak 
of scalar dissipation rate is located around Z = 0 . 5 , similarly to the 
pilot reference flamelet; at z = 30 D, the scalar dissipation rate is 
globally lower, with a peak value around Z = 0 . 4 which is consis- 
tent with the coflow reference flamelet. 

From the analysis of the CH 4 source term response to scalar 
dissipation rate and scalar dissipation rate structure, and in light 
of the laminar cases, it can be concluded that the turbulent flame 
does not exhibit a single canonical structure. The coflow and pi- 
lot counterflow flamelet series correspond to two limit burning 
regimes of the main jet, with either pure air of the coflow (coflow 
regime) or lean burnt gases of the pilot (pilot regime). Close to in- 
jection, at z = 7 . 5 D, the good agreement with the pilot flamelets 
indicates that the pilot regime is dominant in this zone. Con- 
versely, at downstream locations, the effect of the pilot, which rep- 
resents only a 1/5 of the main central injection mass flow rate, 

is expected to be weaker. This assertion is supported by the fuel 
source term response observed at z = 30 D, which correlates best 
with coflow flamelets, and by the change in scalar dissipation rate 
structure, thus indicating that the flame burns dominantly in a 
coflow regime in this region. 
4.4.3. Implications for pollutant formation 

This composite flame structure is expected to have a signifi- 
cant impact on pollutant formation, as suggested by the laminar 
cases of Section 4.4.1 . Similarly to the analysis performed for the 
fuel consumption rate, CO and NO source term responses to scalar 
dissipation are extracted at the same two axial locations. The CO 
source term response shown in Fig. 23 reveals again a behaviour 
consistent with pilot flamelets at z = 7 . 5 D and coflow flamelets at 
z = 30 D . This leads to a strong change of the CO source term at the 
selected mixture fraction ( Z = 0 . 4 ), with CO destruction from the 
coflow regime, and conversely CO production in the pilot regime. 
This is also observed in the LES results, where both positive and 
negative source terms are found. 

Finally the comparison of the NO source term with flamelets is 
shown in Fig. 24 . In the same way, a very good correlation is ob- 
served for NO source term extracted from LES and the reference 
flamelets, up to χ ≃ 200 s −1 : the conditional mean source term 
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Fig. 20. Sandia flame D. Conditional mean (symbols) and rms (error bars) temperature, OH, CO and NO mass fractions vs mixture fraction at axial location z = 30 D . Com- 
parison between LES ( !) and experiments ( ◦). Coflow counterflow flame (—) and pilot counterflow flame ( −−) at the mean scalar dissipation rate from LES χ = 75 s −1 . 

Fig. 21. Sandia flame D. Scatter plot of CH 4 consumption rate versus scalar dissipation rate along the Z = 0 . 4 isosurface at axial locations a) z = 7 . 5 D and b) z = 30 D . The 
grey shaded area corresponds to the conditional standard deviation around the conditional mean ( · − ·−) of the scatter data. The vertical line corresponds to the mean scalar 
dissipation rate. LES results are compared to the coflow counterflow flamelets (—) and the pilot counterflow flamelets ( −−). 
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Fig. 22. Sandia flame D. Scatter plot of local scalar dissipation rate χ Z versus mixture fraction at axial locations a) z = 7 . 5 D and b) z = 30 D . The grey shaded area corresponds 
to the conditional standard deviation around the conditional mean ( · − ·−) of the scatter data. LES results are compared to the coflow counterflow flamelets (—) and the pilot 
counterflow flamelets ( −−) at the mean scalar dissipation rate from LES. 

Fig. 23. Sandia flame D. Scatter plot of CO production rate versus scalar dissipation rate along the Z = 0 . 4 isosurface at axial locations a) z = 7 . 5 D and b) z = 30 D . The grey 
shaded area corresponds to the conditional standard deviation around the conditional mean ( · − ·−) of the scatter data. The vertical line corresponds to the mean scalar 
dissipation rate. LES results are compared to the coflow counterflow flamelets (—) and the pilot counterflow flamelets ( −−). 

Fig. 24. Sandia flame D. Scatter plot of NO production rate versus scalar dissipation rate along the Z = 0 . 4 isosurface at axial locations a) z = 7 . 5 D and b) z = 30 D . The grey 
shaded area corresponds to the conditional standard deviation around the conditional mean ( · − ·−) of the scatter data. The vertical line corresponds to the mean scalar 
dissipation rate. LES results are compared to the coflow counterflow flamelets (—) and the pilot counterflow flamelets ( −−). 
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behaviour agrees well with the pilot flamelets at z = 7 . 5 D and with 
the coflow flamelets at z = 30 D . 

The pollutant formation is found to be largely consistent with 
the laminar reference flames. Therefore, it can be deduced from 
the laminar cases ( Fig. 17 (c)) that CO production is promoted in 
the turbulent flame at the first axial locations, where the pilot 
regime is dominant. On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 17 (d), 
despite very different flame structure, NO production is not signif- 
icantly impacted. The strong impact on CO might explain the un- 
satisfactory prediction of CO generally observed in tabulated chem- 
istry models on this configuration [8] , where in most cases, coflow 
flamelets were used to construct the look-up table. To improve the 
local description of the flame structure, an additional parameter 
describing the mixing state between the coflow and the pilot can 
be introduced, as done in [9] . However, the construction of this 
parameter may be difficult in turbulent flames. 
5. Conclusions 

In this paper, a highly resolved LES of the Sandia flame D has 
been performed with direct integration of realistic chemistry. Two 
ARCs based on the GRI 3.0 and GRI 2.11 detailed mechanisms have 
been employed in the simulations. The mixture fraction, temper- 
ature, and CO mass fraction profiles were shown to be in very 
good agreement with the experimental data. The slight discrepan- 
cies observed were essentially due to a slight over-prediction of 
the global mixing rate. Consistently with previous studies, strong 
disparities are observed between the reduced mechanisms based 
either on GRI 3.0 or GRI 2.11 for NO prediction. While a very sat- 
isfactory agreement of NO is obtained with GRI 2.11, the reduced 
mechanism based on GRI 3.0 leads to a significant overprediction 
of NO produced by the flame. 

The approach used in this work, based on the direct integra- 
tion of ARC chemistry allows a faithful representation of the flame 
structure and pollutant emissions. The analysis of the response 
to the local flow and mixing conditions in the turbulent flame 
showed that the burning mode is essentially non-premixed. The 
turbulent flame response to scalar dissipation rate is similar to 
counterflow diffusion flamelets, and exhibits a very large disper- 
sion due to turbulent effects. A detailed analysis of the chemical 
source terms reveals two limit burning regimes, either controlled 
by the pilot or the coflow. Depending on the mixing between the 
two, the flame exhibits an intermediate structure between these 
two regimes. The pilot has a strong influence at the flame ba- 
sis, which significantly impacts the flame structure and pollutant 
formation, leading in particular to a strong increase of CO forma- 
tion. This implies that the turbulent flame cannot be accurately de- 
scribed by a unique reference flamelet, and suggests that various 
levels of mixing between the fuel jet, pilot and air co-flow should 
be incorporated in a flamelet table to properly recover the flame 
structure. 

The computational cost of ARC was found to represent only a 
fraction of the total computation cost. Properly coupled with a sub- 
grid turbulent combustion model for LES, ARCs represent therefore 
a promising modelling strategy for chemistry in more complex in- 
dustrial configurations [15,18] , in which capturing a detailed flame 
structure is critical to reproduce various phenomena such as pollu- 
tant emissions, but also autoignition, heat losses or two-phase flow 
effects. 
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